
 
Speech analysis for identification and recognition 
purposes is a demanding task, especially to find 
recognition parameters for some consonants. In this 
paper, we show the initial analysis results of speech 
corpus, sampled with two sampling rates, 22050 and 
8000 Hz, using Higuchi fractal dimension. The study 
shows that it might be possible to use fractal dimension 
value for classification of for example plosives /k/, /p/ 
and /t/. However, the analysis seems to be very sensitive 
to the sampling frequency in speech analysis. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Linear speech analysis and models has served 

successfully the speech processing areas for decades. 
However, there has also been an interest to research and 
evaluate nonlinear methods in order to find better way to 
model speech, especially for speech recognition 
purposes.  

Several studies have found evidences for nonlinear 
behavior in speech. Different nonlinear techniques have 
been tested with time series over several decades in order 
to improve modeling and estimation when compared to 
linear methods. For example, the logarithmic a-law/µ-
law compression in Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 
coding has worked successfully over the years. However, 
the precise “practical” nonlinearity form for vocal tract 
model is not known and the search for good alternatives 
for the describing the human vocal tract with linear 
methods is currently going on. The Hammerstein model, 
Volterra series and Wiener filters have been tested 
experimentally as well as the chaotic time series 
modeling with very good results. However, the 
disadvantages are, when compared to the linear models, 
the more complex parameter computations and in some 
cases, the stability preservation. Also, different types of 
neural networks have been tested for several purposes in 
speech processing. Neural network is easy to design, 
train and test but there still remains a fear that the unique 
and documented experiment is unrepeatable even with 
the same data [1-17]. 

The nonlinear signal processing field is enormous, in 
that sense that the number of different functions, 
equations and/or systems that can be used for speech 
modeling and analysis is practically infinite.  

The chaotic models have worked successfully for 
vowels and nasals [4, 5] and Teager energy operator [18  

,19] has been used to indicate several features of speech, 
for example speech resonances and modulations. 

In this paper we study the effect of Higuchi Fractal 
dimension for different phonemes. 
 

II. METHODS AND DATA 
 

Higuchi fractal dimension [20] is a method developed 
for estimating the amount of self-similarity of the data. 
Higuchi [20] used his method for magnetic field data and 
in [21, 23-25] Higuchi’s method was used for 
electroencephalography data.  

Method described in [20], defines the discrete time 
series: 

X[1], X[2], … ,X[n] 
 

to be constructed to a new time series: 
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where m is the initial time and k is the interval time, N is 
the total number of samples. For example if k=3 and 
N=100, three time series are obtained as follows: 
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The length of the curve, defined in [20] is: 
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Lm(k) represents normalized sum of “segment length”. 
Each “segment length” represents the absolute value of 
difference between magnitude values of pair of points 
distant k samples, starting from mth . sample. The length 
of the curve L(k) is mean of k values Lm(k), for 
m=1,2,…k. The fractal dimension D is the least square 
estimate of the slope of the curve evaluated on 1..kmax 
values on L(k). If the curve is plotted on doubly 
logarithmic scales, for 1..kmax in ln(1/k) and L(k) in 
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ln(L(k)), the data should fall on a straight line with a 
slope (-D). It should be noted that Higuchi fractal 
dimension is not related with chaotic attractor dimension. 

For example, the Higuchi value of white noise, with 
maximum amplitudes [-1,1] with kmax =10, is 1, and 
straight line with slope is zero. 

The algorithm and evaluation was performed using 
Matlab environment. In our preliminary experiments, 
several kmax  values were tested. If the kmax values was 
increased beyond 25 the Higuchi fractal dimension values 
tend to get closer to one as the kmax increases. Similarily, 
if the kmax value was decreased below 8, the Higuchi 
values tend to progress towards zero. The kmax value 10 
gave best results in our experiments.  

Table 1. Phonemes and their corresponding example words. 

phon. word phon. word phon word 
/p/  pin /tS/ chin /i/  see 
/b/  bay /dZ/ jam /a/  father 
/t/  toy /m/  me /O/  sort 
/d/  die /n/  not /Î/  bird 
/k/  key /N/  sing /u/  too 
/g/  get /l/  light /ei/ day 
/f/  five /r/  ring /ai/ fly 
/v/  van /w/  win /Oi/ boy 
/T/  thick /j/  yes /ou/ go 
/D/  then /I/  sit /au/ cow 
/s/  see /e/  get /i«/ ear 
/z/  zinc /Q/  cat /u«/ tour 
/S/  ship /Ã/  hut /e«/ air 
/Z/  measure /A/  hot /q/  [silence] 
/h/  he /U/  put /«/  banana 

Table 2. Number of different phonemes in each phoneme 
category. 

phon. # phon. # phon # 
/p/  83 /tS/ 89 /i/  154 
/b/  61 /dZ/ 52 /a/  96 
/t/  191 /m/  72 /O/  162 
/d/  66 /n/  236 /Î/  92 
/k/  140 /N/  48 /u/  145 
/g/  60 /l/  61 /ei/ 156 
/f/  211 /r/  152 /ai/ 216 
/v/  107 /w/  106 /Oi/ 96 
/T/  138 /j/  48 /ou/ 151 
/D/  61 /I/  153 /au/ 95 
/s/  205 /e/  173 /i«/ 44 
/z/  115 /Q/  72 /u«/ 37 
/S/  80 /Ã/  130 /e«/ 68 
/Z/  38 /A/  72 /q/  3 
/h/  48 /U/  48 /«/  30 

The OTAGO speech corpus [22] was used in the 
tests. The phonemes were manually checked and 
identified. The data, which was used in experiments, is 
presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The sampling 
frequency was 22050 Hz and total number of samples 
was 4661. 

The phoneme lengths varied from minimum of 143 
samples in /b/ to 10949 samples in /a/ sampled with 
22050 Hz frequency. The /q/ is a silence “phoneme” 
recorded by the microphone (background noise). We 
preformed two tests with Higuchi analysis: the first one 
with 22050 sampling frequency and the second one with 
8000 Hz sampling frequency. The lower sampling 
frequency was obtained by resampling the data from the 
original data by using Matlab “resample” command. 

 
III. RESULTS 

 
The results are shown in Figures 1-6. The Figures 1-3 

show the fractal dimension values for phonemes sampled 
at 22050 Hz and Figures 4-6 show the fractal dimension 
values for 8000 Hz data. 

In the figures, the boxes show the lower quartile, 
median and the upper quartile of all sampled phoneme 
values. The lines show the deviation for the rest of 
phoneme data and outliers are presented with ‘+’ sign. 
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Figure 1. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /p/ to /h/ 
sampled at 22050 Hz frequency 
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Figure 2. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /tS/ to 
/U/ sampled at 22050 Hz frequency 
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Figure 3. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /i/ to 
/«/ sampled at 22050 Hz frequency 
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Figure 4. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /p/ to 
/h/ sampled at 8000 Hz frequency 
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Figure 5. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /tS/ to 
/U/ sampled at 8000 Hz frequency 
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Figure 6. The fractal dimension values for phonemes /i/ to 
/«/ sampled at 8000 Hz frequency 

 
IV. DISCUSSION 

 
When looking the Figures 1-3 with Fs=22050 Hz, the 
Higuchi Fractal dimension reveals interesting things from 
the phonemes. For example plosives /p/, /t/ and /k/ has 
been very difficult to separate from each other by using 
other methods, but is seems that they are possible to 
separate by using Higuchi fractal dimension. The quartile 
bars and the whole data deviation in plosive /k/ does not 
separate from /t/ as well as the /p/, although the median is 
different by visual inspection. In addition, the grouping of 
the fricatives can be seen from the figures 1-2. The 
fricatives /s/, /z/, /f/, /Ts/, /Tz/ and /q/ (that means 
background noise) medians are concentrated near one 
(from 0.8 to 1.2). This may also be interpreted that the 
Higuchi fractal dimension is very sensitive to background 
noise. 

The nasals /n/ and /m/, semivowels /v/ and /w/ and all 
vowels have median values below 0.5. The Higuchi 
values of vowels, interestingly, seem to correlate with the 
vowel production mechanism somehow, in the sense of 
tongue position in the mouth. For example, lower 
fundamental frequency vowel /U/ has smaller Higuchi 
value when compared to higher fundamental frequency 
vowel /i/. 

All seems to separate nicely with 22050 Hz 
recordings but unfortunately speech is usually sampled 
and transferred with much lower, 8000 Hz sampling 
frequency. The interesting phenomena do not appear in 
same depth anymore in lower sampling frequency. When 
looking the figures 4-6 the phonemes do not show similar 
behavior as they did in figures 1-3. The plosives /t/ and 
/p/ do separate in figure 4, but the quartile bars are much 
closer (and slightly overlapping) to each other than in 
figure 1. The values of phoneme /k/ are higher than in 
previous analysis. The fricatives /s/, /z/, /f/, /Ts/, /Tz/ and 
/q/ show overall dropping in median values especially in 
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the case of /z/. Also phonemes seem to have overall 
increase in the median values. The Higuchi values for 
vowels have higher values than in 22050 Hz sampling 
frequency, but in the case of vowel /i/, the fractal 
dimension values are dropped. 
When thinking the Higuchi fractal dimension value 
computation, the differences between two sampling 
frequency results seems to follow the filtering properties. 
The Higuchi fractal dimension measures the amount of 
self-similarity by searching the difference between 
adjacent samples. The downsampling will smooth the 
fine structure of the signal. 
The selection of kmax. parameter is also very important for 
the analysis. In our case the both sampling frequencies 
22050 and 8000 Hz the kmax=10 seems to be good for 
speech analysis purposes. Several kmax values were tested, 
well beyond 50, because in vowels the fundamental cycle 
repetition is approximately 50-140 samples in 8000 Hz 
sampling frequency. kmax values beyond 50 provided 
fractal dimension values that are all approaching one 
rather than providing better separation between 
consonants and vowels. With lower sampling frequencies 
some critical information may be lost, which may be 
useful for recognition purposes with this method. 
Higuchi fractal dimension is useful tool, and the 
algorithm is very simple and easy to compute providing 
single number for example analysis and recognition 
purposes. 
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